6H-SiC microdisk torsional resonators in a “smart-cut” technology
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We report on experimental demonstration of high frequency torsional resonators based on microdisk structures enabled by a “smart-cut” 6H-silicon carbide (6H-SiC) technology. Circular microdisks axially supported by pairs of thin tethers, with diameters of ~5–15 μm, exhibit torsional-mode micromechanical resonances with frequency of ~1–60 MHz, and quality (Q) factors up to 1280 at room temperature in moderate vacuum (~10 mTorr). Measured intrinsic thermomechanical vibrations of a microdisk with diameter d ≈ 15.9 μm (and triangular cross-section tethers with width wT ≈ 1.5 μm, length lT ≈ 2 μm, and thickness τT ≈ 0.4 μm) demonstrate a torque resolution of Sτ1/2 ≈ 3.7 × 10−20 (N m)/Hz, a force sensitivity of SF1/2 ≈ 5.7 fN/Hz, and an angular displacement sensitivity of Sθ1/2 ≈ 4.0 × 10−8 rad/Hz. By examining devices with varying disk size, different tether shape, width, and length, and by combining experimental data and theoretical calculations, we depict the scaling pathways for ultrasensitive torsional resonant sensors based on this smart-cut 6H-SiC platform. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
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Continuing miniaturization of mechanical sensors and actuators into micro- and nano-electromechanical systems (MEMS and NEMS) has helped revolutionize integrated positioning, timing, communication, sensing, and other functions in today’s pervasive mobile devices. In fundamental studies, vibrating NEMS resonators have enabled ultrasensitive detections of a wide spectrum of physical quantities (e.g., charge, force, displacement, and surface adsorbed mass) with unprecedented sensitivities.1–7. Realizing such functions generally relies on exploiting certain vibrational modes in the MEMS/NEMS, including flexural, bulk acoustic, and torsional vibrations.8,9 Among these, torsional modes allow for direct coupling forces, torques and other external stimuli into rotations, thus offering a unique platform with versatile sensing modalities. With advancements in micro/nanofabrication techniques, miniaturized torsional-mode devices benefit from smaller torsional spring constants by shrinking the rotating tethers (springs), as well as the widely employed torsional paddles that provide adequate axial lengths for torques or sizable capturing areas, to be highly responsive to various stimuli. A number of torsional resonators based on MEMS and NEMS structures1,10–21 have been explored over the last two decades, demonstrating potential for electrometer,1 thermal sensing,15 magnetometry,16,17 optomechanics,18 surface adsorbate mass sensing19,20, and torque-modulated bandgap oscillations.21 The structural materials for these torsional devices have mainly been limited to Si and SiN layers with well-established lithographical and surface micro/nanomachining processes, or chemically synthesized nanostructures demanding careful assembly (e.g., carbon nanotubes21). It is desirable to explore these torsional devices and functions in new materials; particularly it is intriguing to create torsional resonators based on advanced materials that are complementary to Si, and that can withstand hostile environments such as in high temperature, chemically aggressive (reactive or corrosive) gases, high wear, or radiation systems. Such durability will help to lend the high sensitivities of torsional resonators to demanding and critical applications, including reading out and long-term monitoring of temperature, force, and other physical quantities in combustion and radiation environments.

Silicon carbide (SiC),22 with a combination of outstanding electrical, mechanical, thermal properties, and chemical inertness and durability,23 has been a technologically important material that is especially established for high-temperature, harsh-environment electronics,24 and transducers,25 including MEMS/NEMS. Among many types of SiC crystals, single-crystal 6H-SiC has been attractive as a desirable structural material for MEMS/NEMS, with advantageous attributes such as high Young’s modulus (EY ~ 450 GPa or higher), very high thermal conductivity (490 W/m K), wide bandgap (3.0 eV), and availability in high-quality wafers. The progress, however, has been quite limited, largely due to the difficulties in device fabrication. While thin films (sometimes multilayers) and surface micro/nanomachining are often required for making MEMS/NEMS resonators, high-quality 6H-SiC predominately comes in bulk single crystal instead of thin films. Depositing 6H-SiC thin films has been explored, with results showing a mixture of 6H- and 3C-SiC polycrystalline layer on Si,26 the desired hetero-epitaxial growth of single-crystal 6H-SiC films on sacrificial layers (e.g., Si and SiO2), however, remains challenging. Bulk nano/micromachining of single-crystal 6H-SiC has been attempted to fabricate suspended nanobeams27 and microcantilevers,28 by using high-power reactive ion etching (RIE) techniques such as electron cyclotron resonance (ECR)27 and inductively coupled plasmas (ICP).28 But such processes of sculpturing micro/nanostructures out of bulk...
6H-SiC wafers (instead of thin films) are not only very time consuming but also require deposited metal masks and still lack precision when thin films and small dimensions are required for devices.

In this work, we explore a “smart-cut” 6H-SiC technology that produces thin layers of single crystal 6H-SiC on top of oxidized silicon wafers; and in this platform, we demonstrate 6H-SiC torsional resonators based on circular microdisks supported by pairs of thin tethers. We measure both the undriven thermomechanical vibrations and the optically driven resonances of these devices. By varying disk diameter and tether shape, we investigate the scaling of device performance. Combining measurements and analysis, we delineate the roadmaps of resonant sensitivities for these 6H-SiC torsional resonators.

The devices take the form of a circular microdisk suspended between two thin tethers, and exhibit torsional motions around the diameter through the tethers (Figs. 1(a)–1(c)). We first make a single-crystal 6H-SiC thin layer on top of a SiO2-on-Si wafer by using a “smart-cut” process, as illustrated in Figs. 1(d)–1(g). The fabrication starts with a commercially available 6H-SiC wafer with a thickness around 250 μm. Energized protons (200 keV) are implanted with a peak concentration of ~1.2 μm below the surface, creating micro-cavities in the SiC lattice. After being treated by oxygen plasma to activate the surfaces, the H+ -implanted SiC wafer and a Si wafer with ~0.5 μm SiO2 on top are brought together to perform wafer bonding. At 1000 °C, the splitting of SiC is initiated by the micro-cavities in the lattice where proton concentration is the highest, resulting in a bonded SiC-SiO2-Si wafer. The wafer is further annealed at 1150 °C, to reduce defect density and enhance bonding strength.

We pattern circular microdisks on the top SiC film with focused ion beam (FIB, 30 kV Ga+ ion, beam current 1 to 7 nA), by raster scanning the FIB in pre-designed patterns and milling SiC in the selected regions. This “lithography-free” high-resolution FIB method obviates challenging etching processes for SiC and allows for rapid prototyping of device structures in various geometries, with high efficiency and throughput (e.g., FEI NanoBuilder™).

We systematically vary disk diameters and tether shapes and dimensions to investigate the scaling effects on devices resonance performance. We then release the resonator structure using buffered oxide etch (BOE) (Figs. 1(h) and 1(i)). The resulting uniform air gap (replacing the initial SiO2 sacrificial layer) between the SiC device and underneath Si surface facilitates highly sensitive spatial-resolved interferometric motion detection by providing an even background.

We measure the 6H-SiC microdisk resonators with sensitive laser interferometry techniques, by using a 632.8 nm He-Ne laser with an on-device spot size of ~1 μm and a laser power of 10 mW. We employ an X-Y stage to laterally scan the laser spot across the device area and spatially map the torsional resonance mode shape (Fig. 2(a)). We conduct the experiment using a 632.8 nm laser due to the wide bandgap (3.0 eV) of 6H-SiC, which results in minimal optical absorption at this wavelength. This enables the usage of sufficiently high laser power, which produces exceptional signal-to-noise ratio without undesired heating effect. All measurements are performed in vacuum (~10 mTorr) and at room temperature. With the highly sensitive optical interferometry, we are able to measure the un-driven thermomechanical motions in these SiC resonators. At room temperature, the unceasing Brownian motions of the devices are exemplified in the frequency domain as thermomechanical resonance modes as described by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The thermomechanical noise is recorded with a spectrum analyzer. The measured noise spectrum for a d ≈ 10 μm device with tethers of rectangular cross section is shown in Fig. 2(b). We fit the measured total voltage-domain spectral density, $S_{v,total}(\omega)$ to the model of a damped simple harmonic resonator

$$S_{v,total}(\omega) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi^2 \left(\frac{4\omega_0 k_B T}{QM_{eff}}\left(\omega_0^2 - \omega^2\right)^2 + \left(\omega_0 \omega/Q\right)^2\right) + S_{v,ref}}}$$

FIG. 1. Device concept and fabrication process of 6H-SiC torsional resonators based on tether-supported circular microdisks. (a) Illustration of the designed torsional mode shape by finite element modeling (FEM, in COMSOL). (b) A scanning electron micrograph (SEM) image of a suspended torsional microdisk. (c) A zoom-in view of the tether area in (b). (d)–(i) Fabrication process for making the torsional microdisks using the “smart-cut” technology, showing (d) proton (H+) implantation into single-crystal 6H-SiC wafer, (e) wafer bonding of 6H-SiC onto oxidized Si substrate, (f) splitting of 6H-SiC leaving a thin SiC layer on SiO2, (g) annealing, (h) FIB patterning and nanomachining, (i) release of the resonators by BOE of the sacrificial SiO2 layer. (h) and (i) are cross-sectional views indicated by the dashed line AA’ in (b).
FIG. 2. Measured torsional resonance characteristics from microdisks with shrinking diameters. (a) Spatial mapping of the torsional mode shape of a device with disk diameter \(d \approx 15.9 \mu m\) and tethers of triangular cross section (tether width \(w_T \approx 1.5 \mu m\), thickness \(t_T \approx 0.4 \mu m\), length \(L_T \approx 2 \mu m\)). (b) Undriven, thermomechanical resonance of a torsional microdisk with \(d \approx 10 \mu m\) and tethers of rectangular cross section (\(w_T \approx 0.7 \mu m\), \(t_T \approx 1.2 \mu m\), \(L_T \approx 2 \mu m\)). Left axis shows the voltage domain noise spectral density, while the right axis translates the signal to the displacement domain. (c) and (d) Measured driven resonances of \(d \approx 6 \mu m\) and \(d \approx 5 \mu m\) microdisks, respectively, with the same rectangular tether as in (b). Blue, olive, and purple curves denote measured responses at different excitations (legends). Left axis shows the voltage-domain signal amplitude, while the right axis is the corresponding displacement-domain signal. All panels: red dashed lines show fittings to the measured resonances, with optical and SEM images from the respective devices shown above the data. All scale bars: \(2 \mu m\).

where \(\omega_0\), \(Q\), and \(M_{\text{eff}}\) are the angular resonance frequency, quality factor, and effective mass of the resonance, \(k_B\) is the Boltzmann constant, \(T\) is the temperature, \(S_{\nu}^{1/2}\) is the system background, and \(R\) is the responsivity defined by \(R = S_{\nu}^{1/2}/S_{\nu_0}^{1/2}\) (where \(S_{\nu}^{1/2}\) and \(S_{\nu_0}^{1/2}\) are the noise spectral density in the voltage and displacement domain, respectively).

From fitting, we extract the quality factor \(Q \approx 1280\), leading to an \(f \times Q\) product of \(1.9 \times 10^{10}\) Hz for this device.

Beyond the un-driven intrinsic Brownian motions, we also measure the driven response by optically exciting the resonances. To drive the device motion, a modulated 405 nm blue diode laser is focused near the device. With its photon energy (3.07 eV) above the bandgap of 6H-SiC, the intensity-modulated 405 nm laser effectively induces periodic heating and thus thermal expansion and periodic motions in the device. A radio-frequency (RF) network analyzer is employed for both modulating the laser intensity and measuring the responses of the driven resonances. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the measurements from devices with \(d \approx 6 \mu m\) and \(d \approx 5 \mu m\) under different driving amplitudes, respectively.

We further investigate resonance scaling of these devices. We fabricate devices with varying diameters and different tether shapes (rectangular versus triangular cross sections) (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)), and perform theoretical calculations as well as finite element modeling (FEM, with COMSOL\textsuperscript{TM} simulations). The resonance frequency of a torsional resonator can be calculated using \(f_0 = (1/2\pi) \sqrt{k_T/\bar{I}}\), where \(k_T = J_T E_I/\left[\bar{L}_T (\nu + 1)\right]\) is the torsional spring constant and, \(J_T\) is the torsional area moment of inertia, and \(\bar{I}\) is the mass moment of inertia, all of which depend on the exact shape and size (with \(\nu\) being Poisson ratio).\textsuperscript{31,32} In Fig. 3(c), we show the resonance frequency versus device diameter, plotting theoretical calculations, FEM simulation, and experimental results, all of which show good agreements between each other. The resonance frequency clearly increases with decreasing disk diameter, as expected. We also plot the measured \(Q\) in the same figure. With similar tether dimensions, larger disks offer higher \(Qs\), implying a correlation to the diameter-to-tether width \((d/w_T)\) ratio, and suggesting clamping loss in these devices.\textsuperscript{33}

The fundamental limits of the device performance, such as force and displacement sensitivities, are set by the thermal fluctuations in these devices. We first estimate the on-resonance thermomechanical displacement noise of these devices using \(S_{\nu}^{1/2} = \sqrt{4k_B T Q/(\omega_0 M_{\text{eff}})}\). In Fig. 3(d),

\[ S_{\nu}^{1/2} = \sqrt{4k_B T Q/(\omega_0 M_{\text{eff}})} \]

\(Q\) show the analytical modeling for devices with rectangular and triangular tethers, respectively. The orange dashed line represents the system noise floor. In all plots, the squares and triangles show measured data \((f_0, Q, S_{\nu}^{1/2}, S_{\nu_0}^{1/2})\) from the devices with rectangular and triangular tethers, respectively.

FIG. 3. Scaling of frequency, quality \((Q)\) factor, and thermomechanical resonance with diameter of circular microdisk. (a) and (b) Illustrative comparison between tethers with rectangular and triangular cross sections; from top to bottom are illustrations of tether shapes, SEM images of tether regions, and FEM (COMSOL) simulation results of the torsional mode shapes. The scale bars are \(1 \mu m\). (c) Scaling of resonance frequency (left axis) and \(Q\) (right axis) with disk diameter. The curves are predictions from both analytical modeling \((f_0 = (1/2\pi) \sqrt{k_T/\bar{I}})\) and FEM simulations. (d) Scaling of thermomechanical noise spectral density with disk diameter, in both voltage (left axis) and displacement (right axis) domains. The “belt”-shaped olive and purple regions (considering varying \(Q\) show the analytical modeling for devices with rectangular and triangular tethers, respectively. The orange dashed line represents the system noise floor. In all plots, the squares and triangles show measured data \((f_0, Q, S_{\nu}^{1/2}, S_{\nu_0}^{1/2})\) from the devices with rectangular and triangular tethers, respectively.
we plot $S_{\phi}^{1/2}$ and $S_{\theta}^{1/2}$ for all the measured devices, with analytical modeling for torsional resonators of different diameters (and therefore different resonance frequencies) with $Q$ in the range of 150–1500, given most of the measured $Q$s. The responsivity $R$ links the two vertical axes, and translates the voltage-domain noise floor $S_{\phi,\text{sys}}^{1/2}$ into the displacement-domain sensitivity $S_{\theta,\text{sys}}^{1/2}$. The scaling of thermomechanical noise spectral density is clearly presented in Fig. 3(d), with smaller devices exhibiting less thermal fluctuation.

To further understand the effect of thermal noise on the rotational motion of the devices, we calculate and plot in Fig. 4(a) the thermomechanical noise in the angular displacement domain, $S_{\phi}^{1/2} = \sqrt{4k_B T Q/(\omega_0 k_F)}$. Similar to $S_{\phi}^{1/2}$, we find that smaller devices (due to their higher torsional resonant frequency) have lower $S_{\phi}^{1/2}$. Both $S_{\phi}^{1/2}$ and $S_{\theta}^{1/2}$ increase with larger $Q$, suggesting that higher-$Q$ devices are more responsive to external stimuli (and in the particular cases of $S_{\phi}^{1/2}$ and $S_{\theta}^{1/2}$, in response to the drive from the white thermal noise).

From these thermomechanical noise data one can estimate the ultimate performance of these torsional resonators when functioning as highly sensitive force and torque detectors. The force sensitivity can be calculated using $S_{F}^{1/2} = (\omega_0^2 M_{\text{eff}} / Q) S_{\phi}^{1/2} = \sqrt{4k_B T \omega_0 M_{\text{eff}} / Q}$ ($\omega_0$ is the angular resonance frequency from the FEM simulation), and is plotted in Fig. 4(b). Due to the unique dependence of $M_{\text{eff}}$ and $\omega_0$ on the diameter, their product is almost independent of $d$ (except when tether size and disk dimension become comparable) and therefore the force sensitivity remains roughly the same for disks with different diameters. The force sensitivities for all the measured devices are also plotted, with the best device ($d \approx 15.9 \mu m$, triangular cross-section tethers, with width $w_T \approx 1.53 \mu m$, length $L_T \approx 2 \mu m$, and thickness $t_T \approx 0.4 \mu m$) achieving $S_{F}^{1/2} \approx 5.7 fN/\text{Hz}$. For the rotational degree of freedom, in Fig. 4(c) we show the torque sensitivity, $S_{T}^{1/2} = (k_T / Q) S_{\phi}^{1/2} = \sqrt{4k_B T k_T / \omega_0 Q}$. Linear dependence of $S_{T}^{1/2}$ on $d$ is observed. This is directly related to the independence of $S_{F}^{1/2}$ on device diameter, as the force arm (which relates torque to force) is proportional to the device diameter.

![Fig. 4. Scaling of torsional resonant sensitivities with disk diameter, tether cross-sectional size, and tether length.](image)

(a) $t=1.2 \mu m, L_T=2 \mu m$
(b) $d=5 \mu m, L_T=3 \mu m$
(c) $d=5 \mu m, w_T=50 \text{nm}$

FIG. 4. Scaling of torsional resonant sensitivities with disk diameter, tether cross-sectional size, and tether length. (a)–(c) Measured angular displacement sensitivity ($S_{\phi}^{1/2}$), force sensitivity ($S_{F}^{1/2}$), and torque sensitivity ($S_{T}^{1/2}$) and analysis of their scaling with disk diameter. Square and triangular symbols are measured data from devices with rectangular and triangular tethers, respectively. “Belt”-like regions (considering the range of measured $Q$s) show the analytical predictions for these devices. (d)–(f) Sensitivities scaling with tether cross-sectional size, with a fixed tether length ($L_T = 3 \mu m$) and disk diameter ($d = 5 \mu m$). (g)–(i) Sensitivities scaling with tether length, while keeping a fixed cross-sectional width ($w_T = 50 \text{nm}$) and disk diameter ($d = 5 \mu m$). Insets of (d) and (i) show the illustrations of the tether dimensions. In all plots, the “belt”-shaped olive and purple regions (considering varying $Q$) show the analytical modeling for devices with rectangular and triangular tethers, respectively. In (d)–(i), the disk thickness is kept the same as the tether thickness.
lateral dimension ($d$). We also plot the torque sensitivity for all the measured devices, with the best one exhibiting $S_T/Q ≃ 3.5 \times 10^{-20}$ (N m)/Hz. In contrast to $S_1^{1/2}$ and $S_{h1}^{1/2}$ which increase with $Q$ (more fluctuation), $S_T^{1/2}$ and $S_{h2}^{1/2}$ both decrease with higher $Q$, as the device becomes more responsive to external stimuli. All these four parameters increase with device size, indicating that smaller devices have higher sensitivities in all these examined measures. Devices with triangular cross-section tethers show better performance because these tethers offer smaller $k_T$ values, especially as the tethers are thinned down in the FIB process.

We further study sensitivity scaling with the cross-sectional size and length of the tether (Figs. 4(d)–4(i)), to gain more understanding of the effects from the tethers. By varying the width ($w_T$) of both square and triangular cross-section tethers from 10 nm to 1 $\mu$m and computing the resonance characteristics, we estimate $S_T^{1/2} \approx 7 \text{ aN}/\text{Hz}$, $S_T^{1/2} \approx 1 \times 10^{-23}$ (N m)/Hz, and $S_{h2}^{1/2} \approx 0.006 \text{ rad}/\text{Hz}$ for devices with 10 nm-wide tethers (Figs. 4(d)–4(f)). This clearly demonstrates that thinner tethers offer smaller torsional spring constants, making the torsional mode more responsive to external stimuli. Different $Q$s are also considered, toward higher $Q$s attainable in such torsional-mode resonators. The result is consistent with scaling disk diameters, with higher $Q$ resulting in better sensitivity. By fixing the cross-sectional dimensions of the tethers to $w_T = t_T = 50$ nm (i.e., tethers become thin SiC nanowires, which are achievable already in practical nanofabrication$^{34}$), we also analyze the effects of scaling the tether length. Figures 4(g)–4(i) demonstrate quantitative results, confirming that longer tethers offer better force and torque sensitivities by reducing the torsional spring constants.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated “smart-cut” single-crystal 6H-SiC micродisk torsional resonators and studied their fundamental resonant sensitivities and scaling capabilities. By measuring intrinsic thermomechanical motion and driven resonances, and investigating devices with varying disk dimensions as well as tether shapes and sizes, we have shown how these variations affect the noise floors in detecting force, torque, and linear/angular displacement. These provide guidelines for designing high-performance resonant sensors based on the smart-cut 6H-SiC device platform. Not only harsh-environment applications established for SiC but also the combination of the wide bandgap and torsional resonators enables new opportunities such as sensing of radiation of photons with different energies. The device and measurement techniques in this work can be readily extended to other smart-cut materials (e.g., single-crystal Si on SiO$_2$, 4H-SiC on SiO$_2$, etc.). The fundamental design guidelines and scaling laws revealed in this work are also applicable to torsional resonators in other materials.
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